
Barrel drains
Among the earliest drains built in response  
to a growing urban environment in Parramatta 
were brick barrel drains. Handmade ‘sandstock’ 
bricks were mostly used to form the barrel 
shape. The arched roof provided structural  
support against the overlying ground.

Some drains presented evidence of repair  
or reuse. A good example is a drainage line 
identified within Cumberland where a ceramic 
pipe was introduced in the late 19th Century  
following the alignment of an older drain.

Drains
The Parramatta Light Rail project  
uncovered a variety of different 
types of heritage drains that  
were once vital to supporting  
the early settlers and later  
communities in Parramatta.
Archaeologists uncovered and investigated the heritage-listed Convict Town 
Drain (pictured below). Built in two stages in the 1820s and 1840s, the Convict 
Town Drain played an important role in the urban development of Parramatta.

Convict Town Drain
The Convict Town Drain was built in two phases  
to transport stormwater from low lying areas of  
the rapidly expanding Parramatta township to  
the Parramatta River.

The first phase was a brick ‘oviform’ (egg-shaped)
drain constructed in early 1820s using convict  
labour. It included a double skin of sandstock bricks 
loosely cemented in place with a mud mortar and 
packed with sand and clay. The second phase was  
a sandstone box drain built in the early 1840’s.  
Part of this extended section of Convict Town Drain 
was uncovered under Macquarie Street during  
construction of the Parramatta Light Rail.

This section of the Convict Town Drain, found to  
be blocked with sandbags, had been modified in  
the 1930s using a capping of reinforced precast 
concrete slabs. Newspaper had been used in the 
construction process and had left impressions on  
the underside of the slabs.

Halved tree trunks were found on each side of the 
drain. These may have been used to provide a level 
ground for the workers or could have been used  
as a guide to follow during construction.

The Convict Town Drain is a rare example of  
early colonial period engineering and town  
planning practices in Parramatta. Records taken as 
part of the Parramatta Light Rail assist in providing 
a  greater understanding of these practices.

Convict Town Drain built in the 1840s uncovered on Macquarie Street, Parramatta

The underside of a concrete capping slab with 1930s newsprint

View southwest: Timber within 
construction cut

Timber alongside Town Drain

Box drains 
Another early form of drain used in Parramatta  
was the box drain. Most box drains were made  
using large sandstone blocks which had a flat  
capping made from either sandstone or shale.  
Box drains of great quality were uncovered  
during the Parramatta Light Rail project, some 
matching the craftsmanship of the blocks used  
at Lennox Bridge.

Sandstone box drain identified under Church Street 
(south of Lennox Bridge)

Pipe drains
Ceramic and terracotta were early materials used 
to create pipe drains which were cheaper to install 
than barrel and box drains. Often pipe drains were 
installed within existing drainage structures where 
drains have been replaced.

An interesting narrow pipe drain was uncovered  
in Robin Thomas Reserve comprising of small  
connected terracotta pipes. It is thought to be  
from the time of the Purchase Nursery Phase 
(1850-1900s). One end of the drainage system  
was plumbed into a sump. This pipe drain is  
associated with a house that was placed at  
the north-west corner of the Reserve.

Sandstone drain at Cumberland Precinct with large ceramic pipe feeding into it

Robin Thomas Reserve terracotta pipe drainage system

Sandstone drain at Cumberland Precinct brick base. Some of the bricks were marked 
with a heart frog 

A sandstock brick barrel drain found underneath a modern stomwater pipe in Church Street

The rapid expansion of 
the Parramatta township 
led to significant drainage 
problems over the course of 
the 1800s. Early ‘open cut’ drains 
- which followed natural channels 
connecting to the river – needed 
to be replaced with modern  
structures to maintain the heath  
and well-being of the community.

Ross Street drains
A great example of the variety of different drains 
used in Parramatta was found in a single excavated 
trench in Ross Street. Four different drain types  
were found, including:

C.1840 – sandstone box 
drain with brick base

C.Mid 19th Century –
sandstone and slate box 
drain 

Early 19th Century–
sandstock brick  
barrel drain

Archaeological  
drawing of a historic 
drain uncovered  
in Cumberland Precinct

Early 19th Century –
sandstock brick  
box drain


